Saccadic-like visuomotor adaptation involves little if any perceptual effects.
Studies on visuomotor adaptation provide crucial clues on the functional properties of the human motor system. The widely studied saccadic adaptation paradigm is a major example of such a fruitful field of investigation. Magescas and Prablanc (J Cogn Neurosci 18(1):75-83, 2006) proposed a transposition of this protocol to arm pointing behavior, by designing an experiment in which the informational context of the upper limb visuomotor system is comparable to that of the saccadic system. Subjects were given terminal only visual feedback in a hand pointing task, assumed to produce a purely terminal visual error signal. Importantly, this paradigm has been shown to induce no saccadic adaptation. Although the saccadic adaptation paradigm is known to induce a predominantly motor adaptation with minor sensory effects, the lack of sensory changes has not been tested in its transposition to pointing. The present study was a partial replication of Magescas and Prablanc's (J Cogn Neurosci 18(1):75-83, 2006) study with additional control tests. A first experiment searched for a possible change in the static visual-to-proprioceptive congruency. A second experiment, based on an anti-pointing task, aimed at separating the sensory and motor effects of the adaptation in a dynamic condition. Consistent with most results on saccadic adaptation, we found a predominant adaptation of the motor components, with little if any involvement of the sensory components. Results are interpreted by proposing a causal relationship between the type of error signal and its adaptive effects.